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Executive summary
Sub Saharan Africa is firmly back on the agenda. Giant discoveries in Namibia’s Orange Basin make it the world’s hottest new 
exploration basin and Europe is eyeing up the region’s vast undeveloped gas resources to help solve its energy crisis.  

Upstream investment is returning, with several greenfield final investment decisions expected. Angola will be the standout. And 
progress towards development in Namibia should take giant strides through the year, as we expect discovered volumes to 
increase.

Despite several new projects coming onstream in 2023 – the highest number this decade – all is not rosy. Tens of billions of 
dollars of capex are at risk at already committed major projects. Environmental opposition and security concerns threaten to pull 
the plug.

M&A remains tricky, and is further complicated by an uncertain market. The region’s unique challenges add to deal delays, 
hindering investment and ultimately production.

Here are five key themes to watch across Sub Saharan Africa’s upstream sector in 2023.

1. All eyes on Namibia’s Orange Basin, as Shell and TotalEnergies hope to 
ripen its newfound riches
We fully expect reserves to increase in 2023, above our current (sizeable) estimate of over six billion barrels. We also anticipate 
movement towards Final Investment Decisions (FID), with fast-track developments likely to be high on the agenda.

• Shell’s Jonker-1 wildcat will spud in late 2022. It’s targeting a Lower Cretaceous play like Venus, so could be very sizeable 
indeed. If successful, it would leapfrog Graff in the development hopper. Graff’s resources are split across two Upper 
Cretaceous reservoirs. Look out for unitisation if Venus and Jonker are connected.

• With an 18-month contract (with options), Shell’s rig will be busy appraising and testing Graff – though success at Jonker 
could alter plans.

• TotalEnergies’ Venus-2 appraisal well has been delayed by existing rig commitments. A second rig could make up for lost 
time, but a tight rig market makes this unlikely.

• Production tests will be carried out on Venus-1 and Venus-2. The appraisal will be drilled over 12 kilometres from the 
discovery well, indicating strong confidence in the discovery. Successful tests should see a fast-track development kicked off.

• Venus is thought to extend into the adjacent block, mapped as Venus West. If TotalEnergies drills the prospect, the Venus 
area could increase to over 2,000 square kilometres – potentially becoming the largest ever deepwater discovery.

• Chevron paid a rumoured US$100 million to enter the basin. Another Major could swoop on Galp’s interest in the blocks 
north of Graff? And will Rhino Resources cash in on its block adjacent to Graff? Expect sizeable entry fees.

• Frontier drilling elsewhere in the region will be more limited. We’re watching Mauritania (Shell), Mozambique (Eni) and Gabon 
(CNOOC Ltd).

Wildcard: Deepwater Gabon has long disappointed, but could CNOOC Ltd’s well at Tigre come in big, establishing a new oil 
play?

https://my.woodmac.com/document/150044738
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Namibia’s red hot Orange basin

Source: Wood Mackenzie Lens. Subsurface clients can interrogate prospect data.

2. A bumper year for new field start-ups.
Senegal, Cote d’Ivoire and Nigeria will lead the way in what will be a significant year for production start-ups. By 2025, 
production from these new fields will match the combined output from fields that started up in the previous three years.

• Senegal-Mauritania’s deepwater floating LNG development, Tortue , is expected to achieve first gas in 2023. Whether the 
first LNG cargo will be shipped before year end is less certain following pandemic related delays. With 566 million boe of 
reserves, it will deliver 2.45 mmtpa of LNG at a critical time for the global gas market. We also expect a second phase, which 
will effectively double capacity, to be sanctioned in 2023.

• Senegal will also see the Woodside-operated Sangomar project begin production in late 2023. Despite being sanctioned just 
before the pandemic, project timescales have been largely unaffected. The first phase of development will produce around 
75,000 b/d at peak.

• Eni’s Baleine fast-track development in Cote d’Ivoire is targeting first oil from an early production scheme in H1 2023, around 
18 months from discovery, which would be a remarkable achievement. We expect further progress next year, as the full-
field development is sanctioned. Around 800 million barrels of oil will be recovered.

• Other start-ups can be expected at Assa North (OML 53, Nigeria) and Jubilee SE (Ghana).
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Production by field start-up year

3. Greenfield final investment decisions are back
We could see four major greenfield projects reaching FID throughout the year, with up to five brownfield projects on the cards. 
This compares to 10 projects (>50 million bbl) sanctioned this decade. Sanctioned capex could exceed US$20 billion with 
reserves of over 3 billion boe. But cost inflation pressures will weigh on operators’ minds.

• New FPSOs for Angola and the first greenfield projects sanctioned since 2014. The formation of Eni and BP’s Angolan 
joint venture, Azule Energy, has breathed new life into the long-stalled PAJ project in ultra-deepwater Block 31. Angola’s 
marginal field terms help make the project economic. The billion barrel Agogo field in Block 15/06, is also pushing ahead.

• TotalEnergies will sanction the first project in the offshore Kwanza basin. The technically challenging development of 
Cameia (and later Golfinho) will take the new FPSO tally to three.

• In Nigeria, several LNG feedgas projects need sanctioned very soon if NLNG Train 7 is to avoid further delays, not least 
Shell’s HI (OML 144), and HA (OML 77) , But continued above-ground risks, rising cost concerns and Shell’s planned JV 
divestment could delay these projects, particularly with elections next year.

Wildcard: exploration and appraisal success in Namibia translates into fast tracked FID’s for both Shell and TotalEnergies in 
2023. 

4. M&A: No shortage of assets for sale, but deal completion mired in 
challenges
M&A activity has hit a roadblock. There is no shortage of sellers, but the buyer pool is limited and there is a gap between price 
expectations. Sub-Saharan Africa has the added challenge of complex, or opaque regulatory and political hurdles which have 
mired several deals. Raising international finance is also increasingly problematic. We expect these themes to continue in 2023.

• Cashing-in on recent high profile deepwater discoveries: Eni will be keen to farm down its 83% of Baleine if it achieves 
first production in H1 2023, ahead of the major investment phase that will follow. In Namibia, Impact Oil & Gas is a minnow 
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amongst giants. Successful appraisal of Venus will boost its value proposition. There is no shortage of buyers, but timing is 
everything.

• Nigeria’s M&A logjam may be unlocked by a new President and Minister of Petroleum Resources, both due to be sworn-in 
in May. The saga surrounding Seplat Energy’s acquisition of ExxonMobil’s shallow water assets could be resolved. If it goes 
Seplat's way, it will become the region’s eighth largest producer.

• Whatever the outcome, Shell’s and TotalEnergies’ SPDC JV exit will be impacted. Shortlisted bidders for Shell’s stake 
before the process was paused included ND Western and a consortium including Heirs Oil and Gas and Tullow Oil. Potential 
buyers of TotalEnergies’ stake will want to know who will operate the JV.

• Other exiting Majors: Eni will likely follow its EuroMajor partners. It could also be time for Equinor’s long-anticipated 
departure from Nigeria.

• A newly emboldened NNPC Limited would like to dominate Nigeria’s upstream space, threatening the advance of the 
Independents. Whether it can raise the cash is another issue. Nigeria's disastrous production in 2022, has not helped.

• In Gabon, we think Carlyle Group’s sale of Assala Energy will prove tricky. Buyers’ belief in the upside from the mature 
asset base will be key. And at today’s prices, it’s a big-ticket purchase at over US$1.2 billion (NPV10, January 2023).

• Country exits or divestment of mature assets cannot be ruled out by the Majors. But we think Chevron’s Equatorial Guinea 
exit may be on the backburner as it cashes in on high LNG prices. Exits by Eni, TotalEnergies and Chevron from mature 
fields in Congo and Gabon remains possible.

• Indian buyers have long been linked to a deal with Tullow in Kenya. Government influence might push this over the line. But 
eyes should be on Uganda for a sense of the hurdles ahead for this stranded onshore oil development.

Wildcard: The Majors have been downplaying record cash flows. With cash to spare, could they be tempted? Maybe, if 
they can find high quality assets in lower risk areas. Meanwhile, 2022 saw the consolidation of Eni and BP’s Angolan position 
into a joint venture. Could the US Majors follow suit in Nigeria or Angola?

5. Bumps in the road for African projects?
Across the continent, projects are facing growing headwinds. From energy transition concerns to international financing 
challenges and security issues, upstream projects are at risk. 2023 might be the year we see major revisions to projects which 
have long been in the pipeline. Operators, emboldened by record cashflows, may seize the opportunity to cut their losses from 
more marginal or tricky to execute projects. We think US$50 billion of capex is at risk.

• Tilenga (TotalEnergies), Kingfisher (CNOOC Ltd) have attracted much negative attention following FID earlier in 2022. The 
EU chastised TotalEnergies and suggested a re-think. International lenders and insurers have taken notice. Many have 
distanced themselves, particularly from the East Africa Crude Oil Pipeline (EACOP), which still required billions of dollars of 
financing. As the upstream projects are stranded without a timely pipeline FID, could TotalEnergies cut its losses? Expect 
Uganda, which strongly supports the development, to look east to China or Russia if the French Major’s commitment waivers.

• Kenya faces many of the same challenges as Uganda – waxy crude requiring a long heated export pipeline. Operator 
Tullow has been banking on a divestment, with Indian companies rumoured to be interested. But FID is looking increasingly 
uncertain given the headwinds in Uganda.

• East Africa’s gas fate is also uncertain. Mozambique LNG (Area 1) remains under force majeure and we see no urgency 
from operator TotalEnergies to re-mobilise. EPC contractors will point to the new cost environment if the project restarts. The 
site remedial bill could also be large.
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• Rovuma LNG (Area 4) will abandon the onshore site it shares with Area 1. Eni’s efficient and secure Coral Floating LNG 
execution enabled Mozambique to join the gas exporters club in November. Expect Eni and ExxonMobil to rapidly progress 
plans for more floating LNG.

• Elsewhere, ongoing arbitration could threaten some of Eni’s short-cycle tiebacks in Ghana and further delays to the closing of 
M&A deals could limit much needed investment in mature shallow water assets in the likes of Nigeria. Environmental 
opposition also threatens exploration, particularly in South Africa.

Wildcard: TotalEnergies cuts all ties in East Africa, quitting its problematic Mozambique LNG development and its oil projects in 
Uganda and Kenya.

Capex at risk?

What to look for in 2023 – a regional upstream series
This is part of a series of regional Insights highlighting key issues to look for in global upstream oil and gas in 2023. Our 
outlooks for global upstream, exploration, fiscal and supply chain will also be published during this period. Access depends on 
subscription.

Published so far:

• US Gulf of Mexico

• US Lower 48

• North Sea

• Latin America

• Middle East / North Africa.

https://my.woodmac.com/document/150077231
https://my.woodmac.com/document/150079379
https://my.woodmac.com/document/150080262
https://my.woodmac.com/document/150081519
https://my.woodmac.com/document/150079610
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